Several methods are available for measuring the rate of thyroxine dissociation from binding sites in plasma (Hillier 1971 (Hillier , 1975 Fig. 3 . This is given by the curve drawn through zero time and the experimental points.
The significance of the additional information in Fig. 3 altered the dissociation curve; the slow exponential reaction was lost and all of the hormone now dissociated rapidly. This data is also included in Fig. 4 .
DISCUSSION
At trace concentrations most of the T3 in plasma is bound to thyroxine-binding globulin, the remainder being bound rather non-specifically to various high capacity binding sites on albumin. At these concentrations the dissociation curve shows two distinct rates. However, when the TBG sites are saturated with thyroxine and the T3 is displaced entirely onto albumin, the slow dis-sociation rate is lost. It is concluded that this slow rate represents T3 release from TBG and that the fast rate represents T3 release from albumin.
In calculating the dissociation curve (see Appendix) the reaction is divided into 0.5 second intervals and the rate of dissociation is assumed to be constant throughout each interval. This of course is only an approximation but it causes very little distortion to the dissociation curve provided that the dissociation reaction takes several seconds to completion. In fact the slow dissociation rate (t| 4.2 seconds) is very accurately followed by taking 0.5 second intervals.
The release of T3 from albumin, however, appears to be more than half complete within the first half-second. This reaction is therefore too fast to be followed accurately by taking estimates at 0.5 seconds. Unfortunately, it is also too fast to be properly studied using the relatively simple apparatus employed here. Further, it seems likely from Fig. 4 For the purpose of making the calculation, the dissociation reaction is divided into periods of 0.5 seconds and an estimate is made of the percentage dissociation occurring during each of the first 20 half-second periods.
In breaking the reaction down into half-second periods it is assumed that during any particular period the rate of dissociation is constant, i. e. that during the period the protein is releasing T3 into free solution at a steady rate. The first problem is to determine the rate at which the resin captures such a half-second "pulse" of free Tg.
This may be calculated as follows.
The resin uptake of a pulse of free T3 lasting 0.5 seconds
The curve in Fig. 3 shows the uptake of free T3 released into the resin at an instant of time (zero time). A second, identical curve is drawn 0.5 seconds later. The uptake of a 0.5 second pulse of free T3 is represented by the area between the two curves. The proportion of the pulse taken up during the first 0.5 seconds is represented by the area between the curves during the time interval 0 to 0.5 seconds. This area is shaded in Fig. 3 (Fig. 2) . This represents 30.1°/o of the amount actually dissociating. Consequently, the amount dissociating in the first period is calculated at 27.6%. This amount of dissociation will also cause 6.6°/o uptake in the second period, 3.6% in the third, 2.3% in the fourth and so on (Table 1) .
b. During the second period (0.5 to 1.0 seconds). The amount captured by the resin from the plasma is S.O % (Fig. 2) ; but, from the foregoing calculation, 6.6% of this is accounted for by dissociation which occurred during the first period. Consequently, the resin uptake caused by dissociation occurring in the second period itself is 1.4%. The values in italics show, for each period, the percentage of T3 captured by the resin which is due to T3 dissociation occurring during that period itself. These values in italics are used to calculate the percentages of T3 dissociating.
